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This is Samuel’s brand-new house? A mountainside home? 

Lydia’s hands as well as feet trembled, the value of this second-hand residence was to godly 

she might not visualize! 

” What are you worried of? Can the Skye family members offer me a difficult time for going 

house?” Yvonne talked. 

” Going residence? Are you out of your mind, how attempt you even mention such bullsh * 

t, this mountainside vacation home is your home?” Yara questioned in a disdainful cool 

voice. 

Yvonne considered the upset eyes of the Sue family members, the corners of her mouth 

bent upward. These individuals who turned nose up at their family members ended up 

being just a bunch of residues, they shat their pants just by getting to Cloudridge. 

” Is it your home if it isn’t mine?” Yvonne took a look at Yara, took the keys, and headed 

towards the door. 

Yara was dumbfounded seeing Yvonne’s positive look. 

This … It was her home, exactly how can it be?! 

Exactly how might she perhaps certify to live right here! 

Even if she supervised of the West City project, there was no other way she would certainly 

have such remarkable economic power! 

Liquidating every one of the Sue household’s assets would only barely be enough to get 

this vacation home. 

Enjoying Yvonne open the door, everyone could not help but fluttered. 

Fred’s was specifically self-conscious. He had been waiting on the day he might finally mock 

Godfrey, and also display Drake’s achievements, he also wanted to see Yvonne regret. 



It appeared destined that would never ever occur. 

All of Drake’s achievements rely on ashes and smoke in contrast to this vacation home, 

there was no chance of reversing them. 

So what if he was making a million a year? If he wished to get this suite, he would need to 

go without food or beverage for decades! 

” Fred, this … Is this truly the new residence Godfrey gotten?” 

” Godfrey … remain in a hill vacation home?!”. 

” Looks like he’s the richest of us all, what a lucky strike that he’s living below!”. 

Listening to these words, Fred really felt worse than consuming ashes. The previous class 

get-togethers were his possibility to flaunt, and also his classmates all bragged about him, 

and also envied him. Then, all the glory was taken away by Godfrey in a split second. 

The woman cuddled next to Drake looked jealous, and words she had claimed to Yvonne in 

the dining establishment before resembled a loud add her face. 

” Drake, didn’t you claim that she had not been valued by the Sue household?” the lady 

asked. 

Drake was in a complex state of mind with mixed feelings. It was a recognized truth that 

Yvonne was not valued by the Sue family, as well as also the Sue household can not afford 

this hillside villa, just how could Yvonne afford it? 

She then automatically considered Samuel, did it indicate he’s the secret abundant master? 

Drake shook his head in shock. How could it be possible? A trash of Cloud City can 

squander over 80 million to purchase a suite, this was more of a joke. 

” Perhaps she obtained the location.” Drake comforted himself, however he recognized very 

well that this possibility would not exist in all, how could a mountainside villa be something 

that could be lent by just any individual? 

Yara shared the same thought. 



She likewise did not think that Yvonne could live right here. Yara had always put herself high 

most importantly the women senior citizens in the Sue family. Even if Yvonne was much 

better looking than her, Yvonne’s danger was raised due to the fact that she married a loser 

three years ago. 

In the past 3 years, Yara was utilized to living much better than Yvonne as well as being 

above the others. If Yvonne actually had a new house there, she can never be on par Yvonne 

in the future. 

Yara was the sort of person that could approve as well as even be thrilled when one was not 

living as well as she was, yet might never accept that the individual will instantly be living far 

better than she was. 

She might decline that she resides in an elevator house while Yvonne lives in a 

mountainside rental property. 

” Acting like you can actually open the door?” Yara mocked with disgust. 

As quickly as this sentence was blurted out, everyone came to be inexplicably tense, with 

the exception of Godfrey and also Lydia. They actually really hoped that Yvonne would not 

be able to open the door, to ensure that all these lies could be disproved and they could 

mock Yvonne mercilessly. 

It was some type of weak resistance. They did not want to believe it also when things had 

actually concerned this factor, yet it never ever stopped the fact from occurring. 

Yvonne twisted the key as well as opened the door. 

Although Yara remained in deep disbelief, the truth laid bare before her. She might not 

refute. 

” Sibling, we were planning to have actually Mom come by also. You declined on her behalf, 

you keep in mind, appropriate?” Lydia instantly talked with Lionel. 

As ugly as Lionel face was, the old lady’s best desire of her life was to head to Cloudridge, as 

well as he had destroyed that! 

 


